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S. Chand’s Applied Chemistry Volume - 2 (For 2nd
Semester of Mumbai University) 2022-09-12
applied chemistry vol 2

Fluid Mechanics Engineering 2016-04-13
this book was created for a fluid mechanics introduction course the
physical ideas of fluid mechanics and techniques of analysis that start
from fundamental principles are highlighted in our approach to the topic
this book s main goal is to assist readers in creating a methodical
approach to issue solving as a consequence we always begin with the
governing equations explicitly express our presumptions and attempt to
connect the mathematical findings to the corresponding physical
behaviour we highlight the use of control volumes to maintain a
realistic and theoretically broad problem solving strategy the book is
ideal for individuals like college students engineers or self learning
enthusiast in the field the ease of reading and the precise examples
helps to build their confidence and also helpful in gaining knowledge on
this vast and interesting subject like fluid mechanics this book also
offers a very unique approach in learning and make it more interactive
for the readers and learns to relate with relevant topics and
illustrations provided in the book this book is written with the aim to
provide and develop the knowledge for students of the subject and also
help them to develop their own critical thinking and approach that they
would find helpful and pass on to the next generation of students
learners and engineers

S. Chand's Applied Chemistry Volume - 1 (For 1st
Semester of Mumbai University) 2023-09-30
s chand s applied chemistry

FLUID MECHANICS : A CONCISE INTRODUCTION
2022-06-01
this is a comprehensive and accessible text that discusses all the
aspects of fluid mechanics in concise manner and easy to understand
language the contents of the book have been designed to match with the
exact needs of the students the book has attempted to provide linkages
between the different fundamental concepts of fluid mechanics it gives a



holistic knowledge of the logic behind each of them through
illustrations and simple worked out examples these features will help to
approach any problem in a systematic way based on the theory learnt
after the end of each chapter students will have a chance to review a
summary of the presented features chapter end problems have been
carefully selected to supplement the theoretical knowledge the book
contains a list of important references at the end of each chapter to
serve as a guide to those students and teachers who wish to delve deeper
into the subject matter

Mumbai University Ph.D. Entrance Test PDF-
Research Aptitude Section Common For All Streams
E Book 2021-12-04
sgn the e book mumbai university ph d entrance test research aptitude
section common for all streams covers objective questions asked in
various competitive exams and brief theory

MUCMET Mumbai University Common Management
Entrance Test Ebook-PDF 2010-03-17
sgn the ebook mucmet mumbai university common management entrance test
covers all sections of the exam

Ionic Liquid-Based Technologies for
Environmental Sustainability 2015-01-27
ionic liquid based technologies for environmental sustainability
explores the range of sustainable and green applications of il materials
achieved in recent years such as gas solubility biomass pre treatment
bio catalysis energy storage gas separation and purification
technologies the book also provides a reference material for future
research in il based technologies for environmental and energy
applications which are much in demand due to sustainable reusable and
eco friendly methods for highly innovative and applied materials written
by eminent scholars and leading experts from around the world the book
aims to cover the synthesis and characterization of broad range of ionic
liquids and their sustainable applications chapters provide cutting edge
research with state of the art developments including the use of il
based materials for the removal of pharmaceuticals dyes and value added
metals describes the fundamentals and major applications of ionic liquid



materials covers up to date developments in novel applications of il
materials provides practical tips to aid researchers who work on ionic
liquid applications

Advances in Mathematical Fluid Mechanics
2024-07-09
the present volume celebrates the 60th birthday of professor giovanni
paolo galdi and honors his remarkable contributions to research in the
eld of mathematical fluid mechanics the book contains a collection of 35
peer reviewed papers with authors from 20 countries re ecting the
worldwide impact and great inspiration by his work over the years these
papers were selected from invited lectures and contributed talks
presented at the international conference on mathematical fluid
mechanics held in estoril portugal may 21 25 2007 and organized on the
oc sion of professor galdi s 60th birthday we express our gratitude to
all the authors and reviewers for their important contributions
professor galdi devotes his career to research on the mathematical
analysis of the navier stokes equations and non newtonian ow problems
with special emphasis on hydrodynamic stability and uid particle
interactions impressing the worldwide mathematical communities with his
results his numerous contributions have laid down signi cant milestones
in these elds with a great in uence on interdis plinary research
communities he has advanced the careers of numerous young researchers
through his generosity and encouragement some directly through int
lectual guidance and others indirectly by pairing them with well chosen
senior c laborators a brief review of professor galdi s activities and
some impressions by colleagues and friends are included here

Design of Multiphase Reactors 2012-01-09
details simple design methods for multiphase reactors in the chemical
process industries includes basic aspects of transport in multiphase
reactors and the importance of relatively reliable and simple procedures
for predicting mass transfer parameters details of design and scale up
aspects of several important types of multiphase reactors examples
illustrated through design methodologies presenting different reactors
for reactions that are industrially important includes simple
spreadsheet packages rather than complex algorithms programs or
computational aid



Liquid Empire 2019-06-15
a bold new account of european imperialism told through the history of
water in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries a handful of powerful
european states controlled more than a third of the land surface of the
planet these sprawling empires encompassed not only rainforests deserts
and savannahs but also some of the world s most magnificent rivers lakes
marshes and seas liquid empire tells the story of how the waters of the
colonial world shaped the history of imperialism and how this imperial
past still haunts us today spanning the major european empires of the
period corey ross describes how new ideas technologies and institutions
transformed human engagements with water and how the natural world was
reshaped in the process water was a realm of imperial power whose
control and distribution were closely bound up with colonial hierarchies
and inequalities but this vital natural resource could never be fully
tamed ross vividly portrays the efforts of officials engineers
fisherfolk and farmers to exploit water and highlights its crucial role
in the making and unmaking of the colonial order revealing how the
legacies of empire have persisted long after colonialism ebbed away
liquid empire provides needed historical perspective on the crises
engulfing the world s waters particularly in the global south where
billions of people are faced with mounting water shortages rising flood
risks and the relentless depletion of sea life

Issues in Analysis, Measurement, Monitoring,
Imaging, and Remote Sensing Technology: 2011
Edition 2023-01-01
issues in analysis measurement monitoring imaging and remote sensing
technology 2011 edition is a scholarlyeditions ebook that delivers
timely authoritative and comprehensive information about analysis
measurement monitoring imaging and remote sensing technology the editors
have built issues in analysis measurement monitoring imaging and remote
sensing technology 2011 edition on the vast information databases of
scholarlynews you can expect the information about analysis measurement
monitoring imaging and remote sensing technology in this ebook to be
deeper than what you can access anywhere else as well as consistently
reliable authoritative informed and relevant the content of issues in
analysis measurement monitoring imaging and remote sensing technology
2011 edition has been produced by the world s leading scientists
engineers analysts research institutions and companies all of the
content is from peer reviewed sources and all of it is written assembled



and edited by the editors at scholarlyeditions and available exclusively
from us you now have a source you can cite with authority confidence and
credibility more information is available at scholarlyeditions com

Advances of Computational Fluid Dynamics in
Nuclear Reactor Design and Safety Assessment
2020-07-01
advances of computational fluid dynamics in nuclear reactor design and
safety assessment presents the latest computational fluid dynamic
technologies it includes an evaluation of safety systems for reactors
using cfd and their design the modeling of severe accident phenomena
using cfd model development for two phase flows and applications for
sodium and molten salt reactor designs editors joshi and nayak have an
invaluable wealth of experience that enables them to comment on the
development of cfd models the technologies currently in practice and the
future of cfd in nuclear reactors readers will find a thematic
discussion on each aspect of cfd applications for the design and safety
assessment of gen ii to gen iv reactor concepts that will help them
develop cost reduction strategies for nuclear power plants presents a
thematic and comprehensive discussion on each aspect of cfd applications
for the design and safety assessment of nuclear reactors provides an
historical review of the development of cfd models discusses state of
the art concepts and takes an applied and analytic look toward the
future includes cfd tools and simulations to advise and guide the reader
through enhancing cost effectiveness safety and performance optimization

A Primer on Fluid Mechanics with Applications
2008-02-05
this textbook is a pedagogic introduction to a number of phenomena
employing fluid mechanics beginning with basic concepts and conservation
laws for neutral and charged fluids the authors apply and develop them
to understand aerodynamics locomotion of micro organisms waves in air
and water shock waves hydrodynamic and hydromagnetic instabilities stars
and black holes blood flow in humans and superfluids the approach is to
consider various striking topics on fluid mechanics without losing
necessary mathematical rigor the book balances the qualitative
explanations with formal treatment in a compact manner a special focus
is given to the important and difficult subject of turbulence and the
book ends with a discussion on turbulence in quantum fluids the textbook
is dotted by a number of illustrative examples mostly from real life and



exercises the textbook is designed for a one semester course and
addresses students at undergraduate and graduate level in physics or
engineering who want to research in the fields as diverse as aeronautics
meteorology cosmology biomechanics and mathematical physics it is
requested knowledge of an undergraduate level course on mathematical
methods to better understand the topics presented here

FLUID MECHANICS 2002
fluid mechanics has transformed from fundamental subject to application
oriented subject over the years numerous experts introduced number of
books on the theme majority of them are rather theoretical with
numerical problems and derivations however due to increase in
computational facilities and availability of matlab and equivalent
software tools the subject is also transforming into computational
perspective we firmly believe that this new dimension will greatly
benefit present generation students the present book is an effort to
tackle the subject in matlab environment and consists of 16 chapters the
book can support undergraduate students in fluid mechanics and can also
be referred to as a text reference book key features explanation of
fluid mechanics in matlab in structured and lucid manner 161 example
problems supported by corresponding matlab codes compatible with 2016a
version 162 exercise problems for reinforced learning 12 mp4 videos for
the demonstration of matlab codes for effective understanding while
enhancing thinking ability of readers a question bank containing 261
representative questions and 120 numerical problems target audience
students of b e b tech and amie civil mechanical and chemical
engineering useful to students preparing for gate and upsc examinations

Supercritical Fluid Methods and Protocols
2021-06-24
over the last 15 years there has been renewed interest in supercritical
fluids owing to their unique properties and relatively low environmental
impact greatest attention has been given to the extraction and
separation of organic compounds supercritical fluids have also been
successfully used for particle production as reaction media and for the
destruction of toxic waste supercritical carbon dioxide has been the
most widely used supercritical fluid mainly because it is cheap
relatively nontoxic and has convenient critical values supercritical
fluids have also been used on analytical and preparative scales for many
biological and other applications many papers have been published on the
use of supercritical fluids however few have acted as a detailed



instruction manual for those wanting to use the techniques for the first
time we anticipate that this methods in biotechnology volume
supercritical fluid methods and protocols will s isfy the need for such
a book every chapter has been written by experienced workers and should
if closely followed enable workers with some or no previous experience
of supercritical fluids to conduct experiments successfully at the first
attempt

Liquid Crystals: Chemistry, Physics, and
Applications 2004
hydrocarbon fluid inclusions in petroliferous basins trains readers to
detect hydrocarbon fluid inclusions hcfis in sedimentary rocks
particularly the wafer preparation techniques to visualize hcfis its
distinction from aqueous inclusions petrographic approaches to hcfis
microthermometric observations on hcfis fluorescence emission spectra
and raman spectra of hcfis and their interpretations for the petroleum
industry the book features case studies from the mumbai and kerala
konkan basins of the western offshore of india two representative basins
where new non destructive fluid inclusion techniques were tested this
book is essential reading for students of petroleum geology and those
working in exploration in the oil and gas industry helps readers to
identify hydrocarbon fluid inclusions hcfis in sedimentary basins covers
how to determine the oil window api gravity and chemical constituents in
hcfis includes case studies on key offshore basins

Hydrocarbon Fluid Inclusions in Petroliferous
Basins 2023-07-28
water and its industrial applications fuels and combustion lubricants
cement and refractories polymers instrumental techniques in chemical
analysis water analysis techniques question bank

Basic of Engineering Chemistry (For RGPV,
Bhopal) 2021-07-24
concept of zero liquid discharge innovations and advances for
sustainable wastewater management provides fundamental and in depth
knowledge on the need for zld and conventional and modern technologies
along with the various strategies available to achieve zld the book
covers various wastewater treatment technologies that lead to zld



integrated wastewater treatment approaches challenges faced by
industries in meeting zld goals and solutions leading to cleaner
technologies in addition it presents the state of the art technologies
and multidisciplinary research underway in the field to address existing
challenges and provide future directions this will be an important
reference for postgraduate students in environmental science and
engineering as well as high level researchers professors experts and
engineers who conduct research and practices in the area of zero liquid
discharge zld approaches sustainable wastewater management and related
fields presents the latest knowledge on the need goals benefits and
consequences of adoption of zld for industries the environment and the
public provides information on the modern tools needed to address zld
challenges along with modern and novel technologies available for zld
systems and recent research in the field includes global case studies
and real life examples on how this method has been effectively
implemented

Unit Operations-i Fluid Flow and Mechanical
Operations 2014-02-01
theories and technologies of bionic drilling fluids covers the
development and use of bionics in drilling fluids the book considers
technical challenges and upgrades to existing drilling fluid technology
presenting a case for the use of bionics in the petroleum industry
alongside environmental protection in response to the increasing need
for novel technologies the title includes insights on how nature
inspired technologies can be successfully developed to help researchers
and technicians harness the power of bionics to solve practical
challenges this volume presents over a decade s worth of original
research on bionic drilling fluids offering scientists and engineers a
comprehensive handbook drilling fluid has contributed to the safe
efficient and smooth implementation of drilling engineering for over a
century however in recent years oil and gas reserves have been
discovered in difficult to access extreme environments such as the deep
ocean consequently geological and ground conditions have become
increasingly complex posing a challenge to resource exploration and
development bionics the imitation of characteristics structures
functions and principles from nature offers a new approach to drilling
fluid technology highlights the environmental aspects of bionics in
drilling fluids offers a concise and clear guide to new theories and
technologies in bionic drilling fluids combines over a decade of
original research with practical experience in petroleum extraction and
development provides efficient and low cost technical means for solving



drilling fluid related technical problems presents techniques already
used by over 35 oil and gas fields and in 12 countries around the world

Concept of Zero Liquid Discharge 2017-02-28
in this remarkable and original book sean redmond examines the issues
and themes that are repeatedly found across a range of contemporary
science fiction films and television programmes he argues that they
reveal the profound effects the digital age has had on our social lives
through narratives that feature the post human genetic engineering and
cloning surveillance and data mining space and time travel artificial
intelligence online dating cultures and visions of catastrophe they
portray a world in which the material and the stable are being lost to
the ever more volatile and ephemeral idea of liquid space redmond
examines a wide selection of popular films and tv series such as gravity
under the skin the lobster children of men and doctor who to locate how
traditional values are being erased in favour of a new liquid modernity
drawing on an eclectic range of approaches from phenomenology to
critical race theory and from close textual analysis to the revelations
of eye tracking technology this book is an illuminating account of the
digital age through the lens of science fiction

Fundamentals and Applications of Bionic Drilling
Fluids 1993
this new edition of the classic text incorporates the many advances in
knowledge about liquid crystals that have taken place since its initial
publication in 1974 entirely new chapters describe the types and
properties of liquid crystals in terms of both recently discovered
phases and current insight into the nature of local order and isotropic
to nematic transition there is an extensive discussion of the
symmetrical macroscopic dynamic and defective properties of smectics and
columnar phases with emphasis on order of magnitude considerations all
illustrated with numerous descriptions of experimental arrangements the
final chapter is devoted to phase transitions in smectics including the
celebrated analogy between smectic a and superconductors this new
version s topicality and breadth of coverage will ensure that it remains
an indispensable guide for researchers and graduate students in
mechanics and engineering and in chemical solid state and statistical
physics



4th fib Congress in Mumbai India 2016-09-20
this volume comprises the proceedings of the 42nd national and 5th
international conference on fluid mechanics and fluid power held at iit
kanpur in december 2014 the conference proceedings encapsulate the best
deliberations held during the conference the diversity of participation
in the conference from academia industry and research laboratories
reflects in the articles appearing in the volume this contributed volume
has articles from authors who have participated in the conference on
thematic areas such as fundamental issues and perspectives in fluid
mechanics measurement techniques and instrumentation computational fluid
dynamics instability transition and turbulence turbomachinery multiphase
flows fluid structure interaction and flow induced noise microfluidics
bio inspired fluid mechanics internal combustion engines and gas
turbines and specialized topics the contents of this volume will prove
useful to researchers from industry and academia alike

Liquid Space 2003-11-20
chemists have been researching the potential of liquid and supercritical
carbon dioxide for environmentally safe applications this edited volume
will cover the various applications of using these forms of carbon
dioxide the three main areas of focus are catalysis and chemical
synthesis in co2 polymers in co2 and industrial processes and
applications utilizing co2 the book is aimed at researchers in academia
and industry and the contributors are all experts in the field

The Physics of Liquid Crystals 2006
this is an outcome of authors over thirty years of teaching fluid
mechanics to undergraduate and postgraduate students the book is written
with the purpose that through this book student should appreciate the
strength and limitations of the theory and also its potential for
application in solving a variety of engineering problems of practical
importance it makes available to the students appearing for diploma and
undergraduate courses in civil chemical and mechanical engineering a
book which briefly introduces the necessary theory followed by a set of
descriptive objective questions in seventeen chapters the book covers
the broad areas of fluid properties kinematics dynamics dimensional
analysis laminar flow boundary layer theory turbulent flow forces on
immersed bodies open channel flow compressible and unsteady flows and
pumps and turbines



Fluid Mechanics and Fluid Power – Contemporary
Research 1995-01-05
the purpose fo this book is to present a comprehensive account of the
physical concepts and theoretical approaches developed for the study of
the dynamical properties of liquids or more generally of high density
fluids at a microscopic level after a discussion of the basic dynamical
phenomena to be interupted as well as of the various experimental probes
the book gradually exposes the reader to the sophisticated theoretical
techniques needed for a satisfactory account of both single particle and
coleective motions the complications are faced in a stepwise fashion
with special attention to the physical content of the results as a
result of the progress achieved in the last decade in the end a
satisfactory understanding of most of the phenomena characterizing this
fascinating field emerges

Green Chemistry Using Liquid and Supercritical
Carbon Dioxide 2005-01-27
this book gives a comprehensive description of the physical properties
of lyotropic liquid crystals structural features phase transitions and
phase diagrams are discussed in detail the available experimental data
on lyotropic mixtures is presented in the unifying context of the landau
theories this phenomenological approach is used for establishing
connections between structural properties and phase diagrams the book is
suitable for use as a pedagogical introduction to the subject

Fluid Mechanics Through Problems 2020-11-18
theoretical and computational approaches to predicting ionic liquid
properties highlights new approaches to predicting and understanding
ionic liquid behavior and selecting ionic liquids based on theoretical
knowledge corroborated by experimental studies supported throughout with
case studies the book provides a comparison of the accuracy and
efficiency of different theoretical approaches sections cover the need
for integrating theoretical research with experimental data
conformations electronic structure and non covalent interactions
microstructures and template effects thermodynamics and transport
properties and spectro chemical characteristics catalytic and
electrochemical properties are then explored followed by interfacial
properties and solvation dynamics structured for ease of use and
combining the research knowledge of a global team of experts in the



field this book is an indispensable tool for those involved with the
research development and application of ionic liquids across a vast
range of fields highlights new approaches for selecting ionic liquids by
combining theoretical knowledge with experimental and simulation based
observations discusses how theoretical simulation can help in selecting
specific anion cation combinations to show enhanced properties of
interest compares the accuracy and efficiency of different theoretical
approaches for predicting ionic and liquid characteristics

Dynamics of the Liquid State 2022-10-15
this book presents select proceedings of the 5th international
conference on applications of fluid dynamics icafd 2020 organized by the
school of mechanical engineering science vit ap university india in
association with the university of johannesburg auckland park kingsway
campus south africa it identifies the existing challenges in the area of
applied mathematics and mechanics of solids and fluids and emphasizes
the importance of establishing new methods and algorithms to address
these challenges the topics covered include diverse applications of
fluid dynamics in aerospace dynamics and propulsion atmospheric sciences
compressible flow environmental fluid dynamics control structures
viscoelasticity and mechanics of composites given the contents the book
will be a useful resource for researchers as well as practitioners
working in the area of mechanical engineering and applied mathematics

The Physics of Lyotropic Liquid Crystals
2007-05-11
textile dyes enhance our environment bringing colour into our lives the
current range of dyes have been developed to withstand environmental
effects such as degradation by exposure to light and water however the
industry involved with the application of dyes to textiles has a
responsibility to ensure that potential for harm to the environment for
example through residues in waste streams and to the consumer is
minimised written by an international team of contributors this
collection reviews current legislation and key technologies which make
textile dyeing more efficient and environmentally friendly the book
begins by detailing european and us legislation relating to textile
dyeing further chapters cover toxicology environmentally responsible
application of dyes and supercritical fluid textile dyeing the book
concludes with chapters on the reduction of pollution and minimisation
of waste the re use of spent dyebath chemical treatment of dye effluent
and biotechnological treatment of dye effluent environmental aspects of



textile dyeing is a standard reference source for manufacturers
concerned with developing a sustainable industry crucial guide to
minimising harmful effects on environment and the consumer reviews
current technologies and european and us legislation essential for all
textile manufacturers

Theoretical and Computational Approaches to
Predicting Ionic Liquid Properties 1999
this volume highlights key challenges for fluid flow prediction in
carbonate reservoirs the approaches currently employed to address these
challenges and developments in fundamental science and technology the
papers span methods and case studies that highlight workflows and
emerging technologies in the fields of geology geophysics petrophysics
reservoir modelling and computer science topics include detailed pore
scale studies that explore fundamental processes and applications of
imaging and flow modelling at the pore scale case studies of diagenetic
processes with complementary perspectives from reactive transport
modelling novel methods for rock typing petrophysical studies that
investigate the impact of diagenesis and fault rock properties on
acoustic signatures mechanical modelling and seismic imaging of faults
in carbonate rocks modelling geological influences on seismic anisotropy
novel approaches to geological modelling methods to represent key
geological details in reservoir simulations and advances in computer
visualization analytics and interactions for geoscience and engineering

Recent Advances in Applied Mathematics and
Applications to the Dynamics of Fluid Flows
2015-02-02
as volume 2 of this three volume set on phytochemistry this book
features chapters that comprehensively review a selection of important
recent advances in ethnopharmacology and alternative and complementary
medicines it also presents many informative chapters on the medicinal
potential of phytochemicals in the treatment and management of various
diseases such as cancer diabetes diabetic nephropathy autoimmune
diseases neurological disorders male infertility and more

Environmental Aspects of Textile Dyeing



2018-12-12
applied chemistry ii is meant for the first year students of all
branches engineering of mumbai university this book provides clear and
sufficient understanding of the subject to the students the contents are
organized in such a way that the student can acquire the knowledge of
applications of chemistry in engineering and technology each chapter has
been covered in detail with principles of chemistry with its applied
aspects and a variety of numerical problems wherever required additional
questions and previous years university questions are included at the
end of each chapter a laboratory manual comprising nine experiments is
appended at the end for proper understanding and there will be no need
to refer other manuals

Solid State Physics 2013-12-30
special topic volume with invited peer reviewed papers only

Fundamental Controls on Fluid Flow in Carbonates
2022-11-28
issues in neurological surgery and specialties 2011 edition is a
scholarlyeditions ebook that delivers timely authoritative and
comprehensive information about neurological surgery and specialties the
editors have built issues in neurological surgery and specialties 2011
edition on the vast information databases of scholarlynews you can
expect the information about neurological surgery and specialties in
this ebook to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else as well
as consistently reliable authoritative informed and relevant the content
of issues in neurological surgery and specialties 2011 edition has been
produced by the world s leading scientists engineers analysts research
institutions and companies all of the content is from peer reviewed
sources and all of it is written assembled and edited by the editors at
scholarlyeditions and available exclusively from us you now have a
source you can cite with authority confidence and credibility more
information is available at scholarlyeditions com

Phytochemistry 2012-01-09
this textbook comprehensively covers the fundamentals behind
mathematical modeling of engineering problems to obtain the required
solution it comprehensively discusses modeling concepts through



conservation principles with a proper blending of mathematical
expressions the text discusses the basics of governing equations in
algebraic and differential forms and examines the importance of
mathematics as a tool in modeling it covers important topics including
modeling of heat transfer problems modeling of flow problems modeling
advection diffusion problems and navier stokes equations in depth
pedagogical features including solved problems and unsolved exercises
are interspersed throughout the text for better understanding the
textbook is primarily written for senior undergraduate and graduate
students in the field of mechanical engineering for courses on modeling
and simulation the textbook will be accompanied by teaching resource
including a solution manual for the instructors

Applied Chemistry: Volume II 2022-07-29
selected peer reviewed extended articles based on abstracts presented at
the international conference on advanced technologies in chemical
construction and mechanical sciences icatchcome aggregated book

Advances in Materials and Technologies
2023-03-02

Issues in Neurological Surgery and Specialties:
2011 Edition

Modeling and Simulation in Thermal and Fluids
Engineering

Advanced Technologies in Chemical, Construction
and Mechanical Sciences
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